
Focused on skin 
restoration.

THE EXCLUSIVE
TECHNOLOGICAL SOLUTION

FOR ALL SKIN BLEMISHES
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Exhila
increases the quality 
of the aesthetic results
thanks to the variety
of its applications.
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The exfoliation, or removal
of our skin cells, takes place on
a daily basis like any other cellular 
process. The time necessary
for skin cells to complete a
renewal cycle and migrate
to the stratum corneum
is about 16/20 weeks.

Unfortunately, ageing, health
conditions and pollution play
an important role in making
the skin cellular renewal process
to take longer and longer.

Exhila is an accelerated form
of exfoliation and cellular
regeneration done by means of 
mechanical peeling, ultrasound and 
enriched oxygen applied to the skin.

Safe and non-invasive technology,
Exhila represents a revolutionary
new treatments program for skin

rejuvenation and regeneration.
Especially designed to correct

superficial and deep skin imperfections,
such as superficial and

moderately deep wrinkles,
the “crow’s feet” around the eyes,

wrinkles around the mouth,
intra-eyebrow and forehead lines.

The treatment is also effective
for the treatment of acne scars,

skin blemishes and stretch marks.

BIOREVITALIZING TECHNOLOGY
THAT MAINTAINS ITS PROMISES.

UNIQUE TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS
Biotec Italia platforms introduce a new concept based on the 
latest hardware and software design. Our research and
development team develops next generation hardware 
solutions for the high-tech and high-performance medical 
industries, allowing constant system update to eliminate the 
problem of technology obsolescence. Maximum power and 
performance, always guaranteed.



Inert crystals.
The particles used in the Skinabrasion procedure are
aluminum oxide microgranules (from a particular type of 
artificial diamond). These are considered “inert” and have
the advantage to promote a mild abrasive action,
without the risk to trigger allergic reactions.

High concentration oxygen.

It is obtained through the filtering of nitrogen from 
the ambient air using a molecular filter.
High concentration of oxygen contributes to detox, 
nourish and revitalize skin cells of the face,
body and scalp.
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The use of low frequency ultrasound has been widely studied to facilitate the release of active 
ingredients to cells through the increase in membrane permeability.
It is also able to increase blood and lymphatic circulation.
The delivery of a flow of air with enriched oxygen is made possible by filtering the ambient air 
through a molecular filter which is capable to produce a mixture of air containing oxygen in
a percentage greater than 90%.
The oxygen administered in this way is able to restore and improve microcirculation and to 
reactivate the skin metabolism that could be compromised by normal aging processes, pollution, 
exposure to sunlight and stress.
The oxygen therapy is also able to promote the activity of fibroblasts, new collagen and new elastic 
fibers production.

SKINABRASION HP
The skinabrasion procedure consists on the projection of fine 
aluminum crystals onto the skin and in a gentle abrasion of
its upper layers.
At the same time, the vacuum function featured by the same 
handpiece, retrieves the residues of dead cells together with 
any crystals remained on the skin.
Peeling depth is dependent on strength of the crystals flow, 
speed of movement of the handpiece and the number
of passes per anatomic site.
As the treated area regenerates, the newly formed
is smoother and firmer.

OSMO HP
It combines the effect of sonoporation, a biophysical
process generated by the formation of microbubbles,
which facilitates the delivery of active ingredients in
the cell and the high concentration of oxygen stream,
which contributes to tissue oxygenation by promoting
microcirculation and cellular metabolism.

SKINABRASION HP

OSMO HP

ACTIVE OXYGEN

SOUND WAVES



Clinically tested results.

Treatment indications.

HYPERKERATOSIS ENLARGED PORES STRETCH MARKS

ACNE SCARS SUN-DAMAGED SKIN ROUGH AND THICKENED SKIN

SMALL WRINKLES

ACNE AND SKIN IMPURITIES 

HYPERPIGMENTATION MARKS

SUPERFICIAL AND DEEP WRINKLES

Before Before 30 days after 2 sessions30 days after 1 session
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Maximum comfort
and satisfaction.

SAFETY
Reliability and safety during the treatment

procedure thanks to high technological
standards and innovative treatment protocols.

NO DOWNTIME
Resumption of normal daily activities

immediately after the treatment.

NO PAIN
Guaranteed comfort during treatment,

thanks to handpieces ergonomy.

I have achieved great
results, now I feel 

even more beautiful.



Complete skin
aesthetic solution
combining cold skin peeling,
oxygen enriched air and
sonoporation to treat
a variety of skin imperfections.

VIDEO
TUTORIAL

youtube.com/user/biotecitalia
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Excellent results on
all facial area.

Innovative and
exclusive design.

Effective and safe on
all skin types.

Unique treatment 
protocols.

 Personalized
treatment plan.

The design of the machine may slightly differ from the image,
while keeping the described functions unchanged.



Technical Data
VOLTAGE SUPPLY 230 Vac 50/60Hz

MAX POWER 150VA (max)

DIMENSIONS

MATERIAL

POWER 

ALUMINUM OXIDE

500mW

650x580x320mm

WEIGHT

MAXIMUM SUCTION PRESSURE

FREQUENCY

OXYGEN

AIR FLOW

66,6kPa

50kHz

FILTERED ENVIRONMENT AIR

42LT min

OSMO HP

45Kg

Applicators

SKINABRASION HP

SKINABRASION HP OSMO HP

BIOTEC ITALIA S.R.L.
ITALY_36031 DUEVILLE (VICENZA)

VIALE DELLA REPUBBLICA 20
T +39 0444 59 16 83
F +39 0444 36 10 32

W BIOTECITALIA.COM
E INFO@BIOTECITALIA.COM

A SOLID COMPANY
With over 25 years of experience, Biotec 
Italia is a well-recognized developer and 
manufacturer of lasers, electronic,
mechanical and pneumatic based
technologies for the medical and
aesthetic industry. Located in Vicenza,
northern Italy, and with a branch in London,
United Kingdom, Biotec Italia exports in 
over 50 countries worldwide and offers 
customers an international services and 
sales network.

100% MADE IN ITALY
With innate passion for the Made in Italy’s 
innovation and expertise, Biotec Italia 
keeps a close relationship with the tradition 
of his territory and strives to achieve
unsurpassed excellence and reliability in 
manufacturing, supplying high quality
products and services to customers and 
commercial partners. To reach this goal 
Biotec Italia assures “total customer
satisfaction”.

FROM THE IDEA TO THE FINISHED PRODUCT
With a dedicate R&D structure, several registered patents
and combining Italian competence and creativity
in the design and assembly processes, Biotec Italia
pushes the ongoing change that generates progress.
The intellectual assets of the company are the key
for innovative technologies and advanced production
methods for a wide variety of medical and aesthetic
applications. 

CERTIFICATIONS AND
QUALITY STANDARDS
To certify its quality, Biotec Italia adheres to the ISO 13485
company manufacturing policy and  Bureau Veritas
product Safety and Quality Certification marks,
which guarantees that products have met applicable
safety requirements and quality standards.
Customers can be assured that they are buying
a safe product that has been investigated
to particular safety requirements by an
accredited third party and is supported
by regular surveillance audits.
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